June 2016
The Journal Usage Statistics Portal
(JUSP)
The Journal Usage Statistics Portal (JUSP) is a Jiscfunded service that provides a “one-stop shop”
for libraries to view, download and analyse their
journal usage reports from multiple publishers. It
responds to current financial challenges with
time and cost saving benefits.

Individual title reports
now exportable
Following a request, the
individual titles reports can now
be download in the same way as
other reports as a CSV file.

IOP data in Book Portal
We are pleased to announce
that both BR2 and BR3 reports
have been collected from IOP,
for January 2014 to April 2016
inclusive, and are now available
in the Book Portal.
If your institution has an ebook
collection with IOP and you do
not see any usage in the Book
Portal then please contact the
JUSP helpdesk.

Join us on Twitter @JUSPSTATS

Institutions joining
JUSP in June
Welcome to Abingdon
and Witney College,
Rose Bruford College
and Brooke House Sixth
Form College.

Ebook discussion forum
The JUSP for ebooks service launched earlier this year, but
there are a number of challenges still to overcome to improve
the situation with regards to collecting and analysing ebook
usage statistics. JUSP are facilitating a discussion next month
with both library and publisher representatives in order to
discuss ebook usage statistics challenges and potential
solutions, with the aim of agreeing action points to improve
consistency and access to usage statistics.

Upcoming CAG meeting
Our next JUSP Community Advisory Group meeting will take
place on July 7th in London. These meetings are always a
valuable part of JUSP’s user engagement in terms of
understanding more about how people use JUSP, gathering
feedback on JUSP, and helping prioritise future developments.
We are incredibly grateful to all our Community Advisory
Group members (current list available at:
http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/cag/).

JUSP is funded by Jisc

JUSP helpdesk
reminder
If you have any
questions about JUSP,
either general or
specific to your data,
please contact JUSP
helpdesk rather than
individual team
members (who
occasionally take
leave!)
jusp@jisc.ac.uk
www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk

Email jusp@jisc.ac.uk
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FTE figures updated with 2014/15 SCONUL/HESA
numbers

Training: JUSP in practice webinar and
workshop

Certain reports in JUSP (such as academic year usage profiling etc.)
make use of HESA-provided FTE figures included in each year’s
SCONUL return.

On the 7th June we ran a JUSP in practice webinar. A
recording is available on the JUSP website under Events and
Training.

Given that the returns usually take quite some time to produce, the
figures we used for 2014/15 and 2015/16 were the same numbers as for
2013/14. Following publication of the 2014-15 SCONUL Annual
Statistics on the 15th June, FTE figures for 2014/15 for all HE institutions
have been updated accordingly.

On the 28th June we ran our second workshop in
Manchester. The presentation and exercises are now
available on the website. If you would like a login to access
the demonstration data please contact the JUSP helpdesk
jusp@jisc.ac.uk
This is the last of our currently scheduled training. If you
have any suggestions for further training, please contact the
helpdesk.

Community Area

JUSP team out and about

We have recently added two more examples to the JUSP Community
Support Area. Eric Howard at Leeds Beckett University and Leon Perry
at University of Portsmouth have both shared examples of how they
present usage data on individual subscriptions at their institutions.

Next month Jo Alcock will be presenting on behalf of the
JUSP team at the CILIP Conference 2016. The presentation
will be on Wednesday 13th July and is titled, ‘Are your
ebooks being used?’. It will focus on exploring the potential
of the JUSP ebooks service to enable libraries to collect and
analyse usage statistics for their ebooks.

Community area of JUSP was created to provide a space for the
community to share guides, examples of good practice and related
materials. You can access it by logging into the Portal and selecting the
last tab on the welcome screen. If you have any templates, guides, or
anything else that you use with JUSP and think may help other JUSP
users please let us know via the helpdesk.

Join us on Twitter @JUSPSTATS
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